HealthEast® Certified Nurse-Midwives

More information available at healtheast.org/nurse-midwives. Contact us: 651-232-0005

Annie Amspoker, CNM
Covers at all clinics and at all hospitals

Kaitlin Anderson, CNM
HealthEast Clinic - Grand Ave.

Heather Bacon, CNM
HealthEast Clinic - Maplewood

Bridget Bahneman, CNM
Covers at all clinics and at all hospitals

Amy Bandt, CNM
HealthEast Clinic - Grand Ave. and Maplewood

Rebeca Barroso, CNM
HealthEast Clinic - Woodbury

Jessica Bridgeford, CNM
HealthEast Clinic - Maplewood and Woodbury

Kathleen Bruce, CNM
HealthEast Clinic - Roselawn

Carrie Frantzich, CNM
HealthEast Clinic - Grand Ave.

Sarah Hallman, CNM
HealthEast Clinic - Woodbury

Melissa Hasler, CNM
Co-Director of Nurse-Midwives, HealthEast Clinic - Grand Ave.

Caroline Hauger, CNM
HealthEast Clinic - Maplewood

Sarah Holmgren, CNM
HealthEast Clinic - Roseville

Valor Hopes, CNM
HealthEast Clinic - Roseville

Natalie Jacobson-Dunlap, CNM
HealthEast Clinic - Grand Ave.

Anne Johnson, CNM
HealthEast Clinic - Roselawn
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Mary Kempf, CNM
Co-Director of Nurse-Midwives, HealthEast Clinic - Woodbury

Jessie Kunz, CNM
Covers at all clinics and at all hospitals

Laura Leatherman
HealthEast Clinic - Roseville

Ann Oswood
Covers at all clinics and delivers at all hospitals

Katie Pehl, CNM
HealthEast Clinic - Woodbury

Angela Reid, CNM
Covers at all clinics and at all hospitals

Elizabeth Rowland, CNM
Covers at all clinics and at all hospitals

Brie Zilhardt, CNM
HealthEast Clinic - Woodbury

Karen Zimmerman, CNM
Co-Director of Nurse-Midwives, HealthEast Clinic - Grand Ave and Roseville